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background

As Australian, state and territory governments were preparing for a new national health funding agreement in 2017, AHHA launched the first iteration of Healthy People, Healthy Systems: A Blueprint for a Post 2020 National Health Reform Agreement. This edition of the Blueprint reflects contemporary governance and maps out how to transform our healthcare system, reorienting our healthcare system to focus on patient outcomes and value through a series of short-, medium- and long-term actions.

The Blueprint was developed through substantial consultation with, and input from, AHHA’s Board, membership and stakeholders across the hospital, primary and community health sectors—including clinicians, academics, policymakers, administrators and consumers. There was a shared commitment across the system for the shift to outcomes-focused, value-based health care.

Since its release in 2017, all Australian governments have now signed on to the Addendum to the National Health Reform Agreement 2020-25 which provides important opportunities for new thinking about the way health is delivered, including establishing the frameworks for system-wide attention to value-based health care (Council of Federal Financial Relations, 2020). The initial Blueprint laid out a comprehensive platform for reform, with many of the issues identified just as relevant today as they were in 2017. System sustainability is an ongoing concern, healthcare costs are continuing to rise, and issues of equity and access persist.

AHHA members and stakeholders have contributed to further development of the health policy reform agenda through the establishment of the Australian Centre for Value-Based Health Care in 2019, and publication of Blueprint supplements focused on virtual healthcare and team-based care.

New challenges have also emerged exacerbating existing systemic weaknesses while at the same time presenting new opportunities to innovate. Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is a prime example, placing pressure on Australia’s health system. COVID-19 stretched the limits and resources of the healthcare workforce; placed healthcare workforce safety at risk; disrupted global medical supply chains and disproportionally affected, both directly and indirectly, vulnerable members of the community. However, COVID-19 has also simultaneously stimulated rapid reform, particularly in areas of digital technology and virtual health. Climate change presents another pressing threat, with natural disasters and climate hazards becoming increasing prevalent and impacting the health of Australians.

AHHA’s refreshed Blueprint Healthy People, Healthy Systems: A blueprint for outcomes focused, value-based health care endeavours to reflect contemporary governance and funding arrangements and proposes strategies, including short, medium, and long-term actions, to strengthen the Australian health system. AHHA thanks all contributors who have collaborated on the 2021 edition of the Blueprint and identified areas of policy reform that are necessary to transform our healthcare system into a value-driven, sustainable, fit-for-purpose, 21st century system that will meet the needs of Australians.
executive summary

To achieve a healthy Australia supported by the best possible healthcare system, AHHA recommends that Australia reorientate the healthcare system by enabling outcomes focused and value-based healthcare. This requires:

A nationally unified and regionally controlled health system that puts patients at the centre

**IN SUMMARY**

**SHORT TERM** (within 2 years)

- An independent national health leadership group is established, building on arrangements established during 2020 with the Australian Health Protection Principal Committee, and reporting directly to National Cabinet to provide stewardship for the health system, including primary and acute care, dental care, preventive health and public health. In addition to senior jurisdictional and public health representatives, it includes representatives of the Independent Hospital Pricing Authority (IHPA), the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare (AIHW), the Australian Digital Health Agency and the Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Healthcare (ACSQHC). Experts are co-opted to the leadership group as required.

- As foreshadowed in the Addendum to the National Health Agreement, agreements between Primary Health Networks (PHNs), and Local Hospital Networks (LHNs) or equivalent, are established to provide consistent governance arrangements for regional needs assessments, priority setting and funding; this coordinates and integrates approaches to reducing preventable hospital admissions and presentations.

- A National Climate and Health Strategy is developed and implemented that acknowledges environmental change, and the social and ecological determinants of health as key drivers of health system value, prevention, and improved outcomes.

**MEDIUM TERM** (within 5 years)

- The independent national health leadership group supports efficient alignment of all agreements, strategies and plans established through the National Cabinet processes that impact on shared health objectives.

- The independent national health leadership group reports annually to the Australian Government, and state and territory parliaments on progress against the Addendum to the National Health Agreement and objectives outlined therein, including key performance indicators specified in the Australian Health Performance Framework, and supplemented with timely reporting on the implementation of national health strategies, e.g. in Prevention, Primary Health and the proposed Climate and Health Strategy.
### Performance information and reporting that is fit for purpose

#### Data Standards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short Term (within 2 years)</th>
<th>Medium Term (within 5 years)</th>
<th>Long Term (within 7-10 years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All providers who receive government funding are required to supply data on patient outcomes and other service provision dimensions to better inform system performance.</td>
<td>The matrix for identifying, measuring and monitoring institutional racism is incorporated into performance information and use of patient-reported experience and outcome measures (PREMs and PROMs) across the health system.</td>
<td>Outcomes data that empowers patients to make informed choices about treatment options and providers is made accessible to the public, and includes data on the outcomes that matter most to each patient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Primary Health Care Data Asset, inclusive of a national minimum dataset and data dictionary for primary healthcare, is established and implemented as a priority.</td>
<td>Stakeholders are given financial and non-financial incentives to improve healthcare value, based on standardised high quality outcomes data.</td>
<td>Stakeholders are given financial and non-financial incentives to improve healthcare value, based on standardised high quality outcomes data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standards for general practice and other primary healthcare electronic health records are developed and implemented.</td>
<td>Regional needs assessments determine projected needs of the population 5-10 years in the future to inform investment in prevention.</td>
<td>The matrix for identifying, measuring and monitoring institutional racism is validated in hospitals and health services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interoperability standards to support better information sharing across the health system are developed and implemented as a priority.</td>
<td>The Choosing Wisely initiative and the ACSQHC mapping of variation in care include feedback loops to professionals. These initiatives are aligned to reduce duplicated effort and investment of public funds.</td>
<td>A whole-of-system framework is developed, enabling a nationally-consistent and coordinated approach to the collection and sharing of information for team-based models of care.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### ICT Architecture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short Term (within 2 years)</th>
<th>Medium Term (within 5 years)</th>
<th>Long Term (within 7-10 years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There is a shared commitment by general practices and primary care providers, and adequate resourcing, to enable the ICT architecture required to transform the way health care across the Australian healthcare system is delivered.</td>
<td>Health services are funded on a regional basis, with the architecture of agreements being centred on patient needs, not individual sector needs, while still recognising that models of care must be sustainable and attractive to health service providers as well as patients.</td>
<td>A national framework for health technology assessment is developed that provides a more consistent and transparent approach to assessing how new technologies are implemented in the Australian health system and how funding mechanisms are applied to these processes to ensure that value is achieved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This includes the infrastructure to support integration of data being generated through medical and technological advances (e.g. genomics, wearables, biosensors, remote monitoring systems and data sources outside the health system) and the sharing of information for team-based models of care.</td>
<td>Innovative funding models through pooled PHN/LHN regional funding for cross-sector care coordination and delivery are explored and evaluated by IHPA.</td>
<td>Funds are dedicated to prevention activities based on the regional needs assessments determining projected needs of the population over 5-10 years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A whole-of-system framework is developed, enabling a nationally-consistent and coordinated approach to the collection and use of patient-reported experience and outcome measures (PREMs and PROMs) across the health system.</td>
<td>Funding supports public health capacity at the regional level allowing for the implementation of national, regional and local prevention and health promotion agendas, adjusted to suit the specific needs of the local communities, e.g. the mass roll out of COVID-19 vaccination.</td>
<td>A mixed funding formula, with a 25% component for achieved health outcomes, is trialled relating to the top 4 chronic diseases, risk factors or determinants, and is expanded to cover all health service environments.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### An integrated health workforce that exists to serve and meet population health needs

#### Short Term (within 2 years)

- A national health workforce reform strategy is developed that goes beyond the adequacy, quality and distribution of the workforce as it currently exists, to pursue outcomes-focused and value-based changes in scopes of practice and models of care to meet public need, with coordination of education, regulation and funding (at the Australian, state and territory, and regional service levels) for both regulated and unregulated practitioners, and across health service environments.

- Team-based models of care are enabled:
  - That are informed by regional needs assessments and collaborative population health planning
  - To practice shared care, coordinated around outcomes that matter to patients
  - Through joint funding at the local level
  - That are high-function and encourage the health workforce to work to the top of their scope of practice.

#### Medium Term (within 5 years)

- A national framework for health technology assessment is developed that provides a more consistent and transparent approach to assessing how new technologies are implemented in the Australian health system and how funding mechanisms are applied to these processes to ensure that value is achieved.

- Funds are dedicated to prevention activities based on the regional needs assessments determining projected needs of the population over 5-10 years.

- A mixed funding formula, with a 25% component for achieved health outcomes, is trialled relating to the top 4 chronic diseases, risk factors or determinants, and is expanded to cover all health service environments.

#### Long Term (within 7-10 years)

- Following improvements in analytical and reporting capability, stakeholders are given financial incentives to improve healthcare value on the basis of outcomes data.

### Funding that is sustainable and appropriate to support a high quality health system

#### Short Term (within 2 years)

- Health services are funded on a regional basis, with the architecture of agreements being centred on patient needs, not individual sector needs, while still recognising that models of care must be sustainable and attractive to health service providers as well as patients.

- Innovative funding models through pooled PHN/LHN regional funding for cross-sector care coordination and delivery are explored and evaluated by IHPA.

- Funding supports public health capacity at the regional level allowing for the implementation of national, regional and local prevention and health promotion agendas, adjusted to suit the specific needs of the local communities, e.g. the mass roll out of COVID-19 vaccination.

- To support the adoption of a value-based approach to healthcare funding models, financial incentives encourage stakeholders to introduce standardised tracking of health outcomes and costs of care.

- A national framework for health technology assessment is developed that provides a more consistent and transparent approach to assessing how new technologies are implemented in the Australian health system and how funding mechanisms are applied to these processes to ensure that value is achieved.

- Funds are dedicated to prevention activities based on the regional needs assessments determining projected needs of the population over 5-10 years.

- A mixed funding formula, with a 25% component for achieved health outcomes, is trialled relating to the top 4 chronic diseases, risk factors or determinants, and is expanded to cover all health service environments.

- Following improvements in analytical and reporting capability, stakeholders are given financial incentives to improve healthcare value on the basis of outcomes data.
our vision for a healthy Australia supported by the best possible healthcare system

**HEALTH LEADERSHIP IS INNOVATIVE, DEDICATED TO IMPROVING OUTCOMES FOR COMMUNITIES**

- Health outcomes are used to assess health sector performance and the quality of patient care
- Health literacy and self-care are on the rise
- Individuals have access to their own health information that they can share and use to optimise their health outcomes
- Individuals and communities have more informed choice about the care they receive

**HEALTH SERVICES ARE TRULY INTEGRATED AND CONNECTED**

- Hospitals are effectively utilised beyond distinct episodes of care, to also be a resource for primary, home and community-based care providers throughout a patient’s health journey; active engagement and promotion of primary and alternative care arrangements; and public health initiatives
- Health promotion, prevention and early intervention services are receiving a greater proportion of innovation or grant funding
- Health service planning is robust, based on strong data across all sectors of the health system and innovates at the regional, state and territory, and national levels

**INDIVIDUALS AND COMMUNITIES HAVE IMPROVED SELF-REPORTED RATES OF HEALTH AND WELLBEING**

- Risk factors for chronic disease (such as smoking, risky drinking, obesity etc.) are decreasing
- Positive health outcomes are attainable for all individuals and communities

**REAL-TIME, LINKED DATA, INCLUDING SELFCARE, PRIMARY, COMMUNITY AND HOSPITAL CARE DATA IS UTILISED TO UNDERSTAND INDIVIDUAL AND POPULATION HEALTH NEEDS**

- Positive health outcomes are attainable for all individuals and communities
- The use of technology and data to evaluate outcomes, including PREMS and PROMS, is mainstream, with sharing of data across all sectors of health, and with the community

**A WHOLE OF GOVERNMENT APPROACH IS USED FOR PRIMARY PREVENTION OF ILLNESS THROUGH ADDRESSING DETERMINANTS OF HEALTH, PARTICULARLY FOR DISADVANTAGED POPULATIONS**

- Participation of individuals and communities in the design and evaluation of health services is mainstream

**Efficient models of care are used to meet the needs of individuals and result in desired outcomes**

- The health workforce is flexible, competent, and working to the top of their scope of practice, and participates actively in the design and delivery of health services

- Positive health outcomes are attainable for all individuals and communities

**Governance of health services covers individuals, and primary, community and hospital services, and is regionally administered and monitored and provides a continuum of care**

- Health outcomes are used to assess health sector performance and the quality of patient care
- The health system is more nimble and able to take up improvements in care quickly. New treatments and technologies are evaluated and adopted (where suitable and sustainable) in an accelerated manner. Low value and superseded treatments are assessed and de-funded in a timely manner

- Health outcomes are used to assess health sector performance and the quality of patient care
- The health system is more nimble and able to take up improvements in care quickly. New treatments and technologies are evaluated and adopted (where suitable and sustainable) in an accelerated manner. Low value and superseded treatments are assessed and de-funded in a timely manner

- The use of technology and data to evaluate outcomes, including PREMS and PROMS, is mainstream, with sharing of data across all sectors of health, and with the community
Australians have had access to universal healthcare for more than 30 years; however, our system is increasingly being challenged by pressures including an ageing population, a growing burden of chronic disease, increasing life expectancy, climate threats, increasing individual and community expectations, and escalating healthcare costs associated with new technology and treatments. The COVID-19 pandemic has also highlighted the importance of universal healthcare to ensuring a healthy population, but also further challenged the capacity of our healthcare system to meet the healthcare needs of the nation. Strong and strategic leadership is needed from the Australian Government, in partnership with state and territory governments, to address these challenges and to preserve effective and efficient universal healthcare.

QUALITY HEALTH OUTCOMES
Australians’ healthcare system consistently outperforms many other Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries when comparing key health indicators and costs. But burdens such as an ageing population, increased rates of chronic and complex diseases, progressively more frequent and destructive climate hazards and disaster, rising individual and community expectations, and new medical technologies and treatments have increased the cost and complexity of healthcare. The provision of effective and futile care also persists (Becker, Blaski & Judkins 2020).

Maintaining the status quo and tinkering around the edges of system reform will not provide the future-proofed health system that Australians expect and deserve. Traditional approaches of measuring outputs rather than outcomes do not capture elements of quality and safety, nor do they place the patient at the centre of the care provided. To ensure high quality, equitable and accessible healthcare, transparency and quality measures must be in place that demonstrate whether reforms are achieving intended outcomes. Robust, real-time, linked data, through national minimum data sets, are needed both within and across care systems to inform the development of performance measures focused on health outcomes, along with routine monitoring of those outcomes (Paymond 2019).

A HOLISTIC VIEW OF HEALTH AND WELLBEING
A person’s healthcare should extend beyond immediate present (presenting) concerns to take a broader view of their health and wellbeing. Such an approach requires consideration of the social, cultural and ecological determinants of health, as well as a preventive approach to healthcare, supported by deliberate investment by government (United Nations 2016; Langmaid et al. 2020). Given the interconnected nature of mental, physical and social health needs, the system must be designed to support the integrated delivery of a suite of health, social, mental, and disability services, seamlessly connected and centred around the needs and preferences of patients and their families (PC 2020). Greater coordination and integration of services across care sectors will ensure better service delivery, improved efficiency, better health outcomes and improved quality of life. The intersection between concurrent reforms across care sectors must be clearly understood and coordinated to prevent any unintended consequences.

Alternative models of delivery must also be matched with complementary payment models, as traditional payment models such as fee-for-service can create perverse incentives and stifle fragmentation. There should be mechanisms to support innovation where traditional funding frameworks can be challenged, and flexibility for different approaches to be trialed. For the health system to be meaningfully and sustainably re-oriented, it is vital that the Australian, state and territory governments collectively and cooperatively, work in partnership to create a health system that is not constrained by political, budget or political positions. Similarly, vested professional and financial interests should not be permitted to stifle innovation within the health sector.

COORDINATED AND INTEGRATED FUNDING
A whole-of-system approach to reform is needed to ensure Australians with multiple care needs can seamlessly access services. As our population ages and rates of chronic disease continue to rise, Australians will increasingly find themselves in need of multiple types of care. Given the rich evidence underpinning the interconnected relationship between mental, physical and social determinants of health, systems must be designed to support the integrated delivery of a suite of health, social, mental, and disability services, seamlessly connected and centred around the needs and preferences of patients and their families (PC 2020). Greater coordination and integration of services across care sectors will ensure better service delivery, improved efficiency, better health outcomes and improved quality of life. The intersection between concurrent reforms across care sectors must be clearly understood and coordinated to prevent any unintended consequences.

Alternative models of delivery must also be matched with complementary payment models, as traditional payment models such as fee-for-service can create perverse incentives and stifle fragmentation. There should be mechanisms to support innovation where traditional funding frameworks can be challenged, and flexibility for different approaches to be trialed. For the health system to be meaningfully and sustainably re-oriented, it is vital that the Australian, state and territory governments collectively and cooperatively, work in partnership to create a health system that is not constrained by political, budget or political positions. Similarly, vested professional and financial interests should not be permitted to stifle innovation within the health sector.

LONG-TERM SUSTAINABLE FUNDING
The Australian healthcare system needs to be adequately funded in a sustainable and durable way to provide certainty for longer-term funding arrangements for the Australian Government and the states and territories. Health spending in the last two decades has consistently grown at a faster rate than the rest of the economy, with an average yearly increase of 2.7% per person in real terms (AH-MA 2014a). During this period there has also been a shift in the distribution of different funders’ contributions, with an increasing proportion of the cost burden now coming from private sources, e.g., private health insurance, compensation, individual out-of-pocket expenses and unpaid/ informal care. Australians spend more on out-of-pocket healthcare costs than the global average of OECD countries (US$464 USD per capita in 2017 compared to the OECD average 2019 USD) (OECD 2020).

The overarching objective of the public healthcare system should be to ensure high quality care that is equitable, accessible and affordable. Health budget sustainability must be ensured and include the concept of affordability for individuals and communities while acknowledging capacity to pay and individual/family/community health vulnerability. The ineffectiveness of skewed approaches to funding should be acknowledged and addressed. Existing resources should be used effectively with all parts of the health system working together to allocate, waste, reduce inefficiencies and discard low-value care.

Competition policy reform across the entire health system should not be used as a mechanism to drive health system efficiency. It risks perverse incentives to the system, with the marginalised, at-risk, or individuals with poor health literacy being disadvantaged. It also does not work in all settings, rural and remote areas. In healthcare, equity of access, quality and a focus on outcomes, not just use choice, are critical.

EQUITY IN HEALTH
Complementing Australia’s universal health insurance (horizontal equity) is a requirement to tailor major reforms to regional challenges and develop targeted programs for vulnerable populations (vertical equity). Market-based consumer-driven programs, effective in major capital cities, may not work in rural, remote regions of Australia where there are few or no services (market failures). Service providers in rural and remote areas, informed by PHN-led needs assessments, need the pool to commonplace and state funding for programs such as drug and alcohol, and mental health programs, and in response to unfaithful health threats such as natural disasters and emergencies, to minimise duplication and fragmentation of care while assuring access. Targeted programs and services are also required to address issues specific to vulnerable populations in the Australian Community including prisoners, refugees, LGBTIQ people, the homeless, the elderly, children, CALD communities, people in aged care, and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Australians.

Innovation in response to need
Australia has a high-quality health system delivering world-class population health outcomes. However, for some groups, health outcomes are poor. As the population ages, rates of chronic disease increase and individual and community demand grows, resulting in increasing pressure on the health system. Innovative approaches to health service delivery, underpinning by a strong evidence base, are required to respond to these challenges.

Strengths-based approach to healthcare delivery, where the self-determination and strengths of individuals and communities are emphasised, will be important to foster resilience and empower communities to improve health outcomes (Hunt, Bond, Brough 2014a). The Australian Government, in partnership with all state and territory governments, must provide leadership on proactively defining traditional workforce models of healthcare delivery, recognising that local professional and financial incentives are an impediment to effective structural reforms in the way health services are designed, delivered and remunerated.
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four steps towards outcomes-focused and value-based healthcare

‘Value should always be defined around the customer, and in a well-functioning health care system, the creation of value for patients should determine the rewards for all other actors in the system. Since value depends on results, not inputs, value in health care is measured by the outcomes achieved, not the volume of services delivered, and shifting focus from volume to value is a central challenge. Nor is value measured by the process of care used; process measurement and improvement are important tactics but are no substitutes for measuring outcomes and costs’ (Porter 2010).

Outcomes-focused and value-based healthcare can be better enabled through a whole-of-government approach to achieve:

1. A nationally unified and regionally controlled health system that puts patients at the centre
2. Performance information and reporting that is fit for purpose
3. An integrated health workforce that exists to serve and meet population health needs
4. Funding that is sustainable and appropriate to support a high quality health system.

OBJECTIVE
The Australian Government and the states and territories working in partnership to implement a nationally unified but regionally responsive health system, delivering integrated care and services centred on people’s needs.

OPPORTUNITY FOR REFORM
This will be realised, effective governance arrangements need to be formalised. Leadership is needed to ensure the mechanisms to effect change at the regional level, at appropriate scale and pace, are established. For regional accountability and responsiveness, governance arrangements across the health sector need to ensure desired outcomes and value can be achieved. This will promote coordination of health service delivery, address unmet need, and improve efficiency.

CONTEXT
The Australian Primary Healthcare Roundtable (APHCRT) and its 2020 Addendum (CFFR, 2020) marks a commitment by the Australian and state and territory governments to ‘work in partnership to implement arrangements for a nationally unified and locally controlled health system which will improve local accountability and responsiveness to the needs of communities, through continued cooperation and collaboration between Local Hospital Networks (LHNs) and Primary Health Networks (PHNs)’. For this to be realised, effective governance arrangements need to be formalised. Leadership is needed to ensure the mechanisms to effect change at the regional level, at appropriate scale and pace, are established. For regional accountability and responsiveness, governance arrangements across the health sector need to ensure desired outcomes and value can be achieved. This will promote coordination of health service delivery, address unmet need, and improve efficiency.

Four steps towards outcomes-focused and value-based healthcare

1. A nationally unified and regionally controlled health system that puts patients at the centre
2. Performance information and reporting that is fit for purpose
3. An integrated health workforce that exists to serve and meet population health needs
4. Funding that is sustainable and appropriate to support a high quality health system.

Ahha | Healthy people, healthy systems | Blueprint
A nationally unified and regionally controlled health system that puts patients at the centre

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

1. **SHORT TERM** (within 2 years)
   - An independent national health leadership group is established, building on arrangements established during 2020 with the Australian Health Protection Principal Committee, and reporting directly to National Cabinet to provide stewardship for the health system, including primary and acute care, dental care, preventive health and public health.
   - In addition to senior jurisdictional and public health representatives, it includes representatives of the Independent Hospital Pricing Authority (IHPA), the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare (AIHW), the Australian Digital Health Agency and the Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Healthcare (ACSQHC). Experts are co-opted to the leadership group as required.
   - As foreshadowed in the Addendum to the National Health Agreement, agreements between Primary Health Networks (PHNs), and Local Hospital Networks (LHNs) or equivalent, are established to provide consistent governance arrangements for regional needs assessments, priority setting and funding; this coordinates and integrates approaches to reducing preventable hospital admissions and presentations.
   - The Australian Government is undertaking long-term planning on the health risks and adaptation opportunities presented by climate change. This includes the development and implementation of a National Strategy on Climate and Health that:
     - recognises planetary health, social and ecological determinants as key drivers of health system value and improved health outcomes
     - highlights the importance of preventive action, community capacity building and health promotion at the local level
     - recognises the interconnected nature of inequality, health and the environment; and
     - identifies the many physical, emotional and social health co-benefits of action to reduce the human impact on climate.

2. **MEDIUM TERM** (within 5 years)
   - The independent national health leadership group supports efficient alignment of all agreements, strategies and plans established through the National Cabinet processes that impact on shared health objectives.
   - This includes reporting on their value to the overall health system. Examples include the National Indigenous Reform Agreement, the Community Pharmacy Agreement, the National Mental Health and Suicide Prevention Agreement and Australian government budget investment in associated independent entities such as NPS MedicineWise.
   - The independent national health leadership group reports annually to the Australian Government, and state and territory parliaments on progress against the Addendum to the National Health Agreement, and objectives outlined therein, including key performance indicators specified in the Australian Health Performance Framework, and supplemented with timely reporting on the implementation of national health strategies, e.g. the Preventive Health Strategy, Primary Health Care 10-year Plan and the proposed Climate and Health Strategy.

OBJECTIVE

Whole-of-system health performance information and reporting that is focused on health outcomes and facilitates achieving value in health care and transparency of performance.

OPPORTUNITY FOR REFORM

Leadership is needed to establish a system where data accurately reflect care outcomes and are in the right format, timely and of sufficient quality to discern critical relationships between investment and results, as appropriate, for different audiences and purposes.

CURRENT CONTEXT

Health performance information and reporting serves a number of purposes:

- For the public—patient-friendly and clinically-relevant statistical information to inform individuals and communities, promote transparency and support research.
- At the point of care—enabling comparisons in order to drive service improvements.
- For jurisdictions—informing policy and driving health system improvements.
- For regions—driving strategic directions and allocation of funding and resources (Nous Group 2016).

Publishing information on health system performance can improve clinical outcomes for patients and benefit the entire system. This occurs in two main ways:

- Increased consumer knowledge of healthcare provider performance can help consumers make informed choices (with low-performing providers losing market share and making meaningful changes to improve performance in response); and
- Increased healthcare worker knowledge of their own performance can motivate them to provide better care.

There is a danger that performance reporting will drive risk-avoidance behaviour by services; this will need to be properly managed to ensure an overall positive impact (Chan 2010; Campanella et al. 2016).

Despite the importance of health information and reporting, and the substantial data currently being collected, Australia has not implemented a long-term strategic plan to coordinate and direct national health information interests.

Recognising the need for a comprehensive national approach, the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare (AIHW) commenced development of a National Health Information Strategy (NHIS). Broadly, the NHIS aimed to overcome information gaps and barriers in the current system; drive investments in health information; and provide an enduring framework to achieve coordinated, integrated, efficient, effective and timely collection and development of health information. Its scope was expected to cover governance, infrastructure, national health data, analysis, and reporting (AIHW 2020b).

However with the events of 2020, and COAG being replaced with the National Federal Reform Council, funding and governance is no longer assured, and development of the NHIS has been stalled.

Data standards, digital health architecture, and analytical and reporting capabilities are needed to support systematic tracking of health outcomes, relevant risk-adjustment factors, segment-specific interventions, corresponding costs of care and other relevant dimensions of health system performance (WEF 2016).

DATA STANDARDS

Data interoperability and cross-sector consistency

The Australian Digital Health Agency has identified interoperability of clinical data as one of its priority outcomes, with the first regions in Australia showcasing comprehensive interoperability across health service provision by 2022. This will support patient data being collected in standard ways for sharing in real-time with patients and their healthcare providers (ADHA 2017).

There are national standards for data on hospital services. Performance data for all public
hospitals are largely provided to the AIHW by state and territory health authorities (AIHW 2017), while activity and cost data are provided to AIHW. The provision of data by private hospitals is voluntary and limited. With private facilities regulated by states/ territories, there is variation in quality and safety data reported both across the country and across public and private facilities. However, there is work underway to expand such reporting and achieve consistency within some jurisdictions (Queensland Health 2019).

As a large proportion of health care is being delivered by private health service providers in receipt of public funding, consideration is needed about how funding arrangements are structured to compel private providers to contribute data for the purposes of health system improvements.

Primary healthcare data

A large proportion of primary health care occurs in general practices, allied health practices and community health service providers, operating as private entities, not-for-profit or faith-based providers. This has implications for the mechanisms by which performance information and reporting can be achieved with accountability and responsiveness. Practitioners must firstly be engaged in focusing on outcomes and value. It must be easy for them to be involved in data collection, data must be interpreted appropriately, and practitioners must see real-time value in the care they provide to their own patients.

With general practice electronic health records currently unregulated, there are inconsistencies in their use and quality of data. The current specification also does not include all conditions that contribute to potentially preventable hospitalisations (e.g. stroke hospitalisations can sometimes be prevented if timely care in community is received) (Falsler & Jorn 2017). There have been various efforts over the years to draw together primary health data, including piloting the Bettering the Evaluation and Care of Health (BEACH) program, data extraction and analysis tools used by PHNs, and NPS Medicine Insight. However, in the absence of a national minimum dataset for primary healthcare, none have been comprehensively successful. With the Australian Government, and the states and territories having joint roles and responsibilities, there is still emerging. There is some activity in this space being led by government entities (e.g., through the NSW Agency for Clinical Innovation), by public health providers (e.g., Dental Health Services Victoria), and across public and private health providers (e.g. in the Continuous Improvement in Care cancer pilot trial (in Western Australia)). There is increasing implementation of approaches based on the relevant International Consortium for Health Outcomes Measurement (ICHOM) standards.

The ACHSC has been collecting an appropriate role for the measurement and reporting of patient-reported experiences and outcomes to support the health system to deliver patient-centred care.

For Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, institutional racism in hospitals and health services fundamentally underpins racial inequalities in health. It forms a barrier to accessing healthcare and must be acknowledged and addressed in pursuit of health equality. The National Safety and Quality Health Service (NPSHS) standards outline the requirements for providing healthcare services that are safe, of a high quality and that meet the needs of patients. The ACHSC has developed an instrument for identifying, monitoring and responding to such racism (ACHSC 2018). A robust approach for identifying, measuring, and monitoring institutional racism can be cost-effective to administer, research to date has been limited.

ICT ARCHITECTURE

States and territories have digital health strategies that provide a shared direction for investment in the information and communication technology (ICT) architecture required for transforming the way health care is delivered. These are increasingly moving to single electronic health records for the hospitals and health services in their jurisdictions, recognising that capturing and effectively using clinical information is important in ensuring quality, safe and sustainable healthcare services. The records of general practices and other primary care providers are typically not incorporated, although some jurisdictions have developed systems to allow GPs to view patient’s hospital records to support continuity of care (Queensland Health 2020). The ICT architecture within the states and territories has also been planned for integrating the increasing amounts of data being generated through medical and technological advances (e.g. genomics, wearable biosensors, remote monitoring systems and data sources outside the health system) and how these can be used to inform care (e.g. NSW Health 2016).

Successful implementation of electronic health records and other technological solutions is dependent on a broad range of organisational, human and technological factors and significant challenges are typically faced (Fenney, et al., 2020). General practices and other primary care providers are typically distinct small business entities, and while there are companies supporting the technological developments available, there is not a shared commitment to the ICT architecture needed for transforming the way health care is delivered.

Primary healthcare is also provided by a network of community health service providers. ICT architecture and data standards can vary significantly across these providers, bringing similar inconsistencies in interoperability to what is seen in the private sector. The AIHW is primarily responsible for national reporting on key health and health services issues in Australia. They release more than 180 print, web, and data products every year that draw on national major health and welfare data collections, including those from the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) (Marrie & Marrie 2014). These analyses of data are used widely in clinical trials and other research to date has been limited.

The AIHW reports local level data via its MyHealth and MyHealthyCommunities web pages. Data are presented on how different areas, disaggregated to hospital and PHN levels respectively, perform against a range of indicators.

The ACSQHC is also responsible for national reporting on safety and quality issues including through the Australian Atlas of Healthcare Variation, a web-based platform that demonstrates variation by mapping use of healthcare according to where people live, providing key findings and recommendations for exploring the variation.

The AIHW provides a single mechanism for system wide performance reporting to assess the health of the Australian population and overall health system. It allows comparison across population groups and different levels of geography, and supports the monitoring and evaluation of value and sustainability to inform future health system priorities (NHMRC 2011).

The AIHW reports local level data via its MyHealth and MyHealthyCommunities web pages. Data are presented on how different areas, disaggregated to hospital and PHN levels respectively, perform against a range of indicators.

The ACSQHC is also responsible for national reporting on safety and quality issues including through the Australian Atlas of Healthcare Variation, a web-based platform that demonstrates variation by mapping use of healthcare according to where people live, providing key findings and recommendations for exploring the variation.

The AIHW provides a single mechanism for system wide performance reporting to assess the health of the Australian population and overall health system. It allows comparison across population groups and different levels of geography, and supports the monitoring and evaluation of value and sustainability to inform future health system priorities (NHMRC 2011).

The AIHW reports local level data via its MyHealth and MyHealthyCommunities web pages. Data are presented on how different areas, disaggregated to hospital and PHN levels respectively, perform against a range of indicators.

The ACSQHC is also responsible for national reporting on safety and quality issues including through the Australian Atlas of Healthcare Variation, a web-based platform that demonstrates variation by mapping use of healthcare according to where people live, providing key findings and recommendations for exploring the variation.
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

DATA STANDARDS

"It is well accepted in the world of statistics and large databases that metadata leads to better data. This is because they enable all people collecting, using and exchanging data to share the same understanding of its meaning and representation" (AIHW 2017)

SHORT TERM (within 2 years)
All providers who receive government funding are required to supply data on patient outcomes and other service provision dimensions in a consistent, coordinated, and transparent way to better inform system performance. Relevant data from the private sector (hospitals, general practitioners, allied health, private health insurers, etc.) are captured, with requirements for public reporting of healthcare quality and safety also applied to private facilities and service providers.

The Primary Health Care Data Asset, inclusive of a national minimum dataset and data dictionary for primary healthcare, is established and implemented as a priority, featuring:
- metadata aligned with acute care national minimum datasets to support data linkage and development of outcomes data reporting
- data submission requirements for those receiving a Medicare provider number, practice incentive payments, or other government funding.

A whole-of-system framework is developed, enabling a nationally-consistent and coordinated approach to the collection and use of PREMs and PROMs across the health system, with standardised national definitions and descriptors.

The matrix for identifying, measuring and monitoring institutional racism is validated in hospitals and health services.

SHORT TERM (within 2 years)

ICT ARCHITECTURE

"All these innovations are rapidly expanding the “art of the possible” when it comes to integrating health data around the patient”. [They must] become integral components of the comprehensive informatics infrastructure for value-based healthcare” (World Economic Forum 2017).

SHORT TERM (within 2 years)
There is a shared commitment by general practices and primary care providers, and adequate resourcing, to enable the ICT architecture required to transform the way health care across the Australian healthcare system is delivered. This includes the infrastructure to support integration of data being generated through medical and technological advances (e.g. genomics, wearables, biosensors, remote monitoring systems and data sources outside the health system) and the sharing of information for team-based models of care.

ANALYTICAL AND REPORTING CAPABILITY

"Once health systems begin to routinely track and share health outcomes data and other relevant information by condition and population segment, the resulting accumulation of data will become a powerful asset for driving research and innovation in healthcare” (World Economic Forum 2017).

SHORT TERM (within 2 years)
A strategy is developed for a standardised national approach to measuring value-based patient-centred outcomes and is reported at different levels of the healthcare sector, and to different audiences.

This includes setting clear objectives, defining target audiences, developing transparent principles and methodology through broad consultation, and timely monitoring and evaluation of unintended consequences.

The Choosing Wisely initiative facilitated by NPS MedicineWise, that identifies tests, treatments, and procedures where evidence shows they provide no benefit or, and in some cases, lead to harm (NPS MedicineWise 2020), is extended to provide individualised feedback to professionals who continue to provide such services.

Similarly, the work being led by the ACSQHC mapping variation in care includes a feedback loop to professionals where significant variation is identified.

Ideally the Choosing Wisely initiative is integrated with the work being undertaken by the ACSQHC to ensure alignment of activity, and to reduce duplicated effort and investment of public funds.

STAKEHOLDERS receive financial and non-financial incentives to introduce standardised tracking of health outcomes and costs of care.

MEDIUM TERM (within 5 years)
Benchmarking performance against standardised sets of value-based patient-centred outcomes is introduced with:
- anonymous public reporting across and within health systems
- reporting back to providers of their relative performance, with a focus on learning and continuous improvement
- validated methodologies for outcomes tracking and risk-adjustment

The matrix for identifying, measuring, and monitoring institutional racism is incorporated into performance information and reporting requirements across the health system.

Regional needs assessments determine projected needs of the population 5-10 years in the future to inform investment in prevention.

LONG-TERM (within 7-10 years)
Outcomes data that empowers patients to make informed choices about treatment options and providers is made accessible to the public and includes data on the outcomes that matter most to each patient.

Stakeholders are given financial and non-financial incentives to improve healthcare value, based on standardised high quality outcomes data.
An integrated health workforce that exists to serve and meet population health needs

OBJECTIVE

A health workforce that supports patient-centred service delivery models that are accessible and address population health needs more effectively and efficiently.

OPPORTUNITY FOR REFORM

Leadership is needed to proactively redefine traditional workforce models of healthcare delivery to prioritise person-centred care that is respectful of, and responsive to, the preferences, needs and values of individuals, their carers and families (ACQHC 2011). Leaders must recognise that vested professional and financial incentives are an impediment to effective structural reforms in the way health services are designed, delivered and remunerated.

CONTEXT

Workforce need

The geographic spread of the health workforce in Australia does not reflect the distribution of the population, nor the level of healthcare need. Workforce shortages exist across many professions, particularly in outer metropolitan, regional and remote areas and in disadvantaged populations. This presents significant challenges with health services increasingly exposed to a diverse range of multifaceted and complex physical, social, emotional, cultural and ecological threats (e.g., climate change, pandemics, chronic disease, ageing populations) (AIHW 2016; Langmaid et al 2020).

The former Commonwealth entity Health Workforce Australia reported that a ‘business as usual’ approach to the health workforce is not sustainable, with a need for coordinated, long-term reforms by government, professions and the higher education and training sector for a sustainable and affordable health workforce (HWA 2013).

The Productivity Commission noted ‘Labour costs comprise a large share of health expenditure, and so making better use of health workforce skills and competencies could lead to large efficiency gains. There is evidence that some tasks that are currently the exclusive responsibility of particular professionals could be performed just as effectively by others, without compromising patient safety or the quality of care. Carefully relaxing some specific regulations affecting scopes of practice could allow workers to be better allocated to tasks where they can add the most value, and reduce the labour resources needed to effectively deliver specific health care services freeing up workers to deliver more services and potentially improving patients’ access to health care’ (PC 2015).

National coordination

The Health Practitioner Regulation National Law Act (the National Law) has an objective ‘to enable the continuous development of a flexible, responsive and sustainable Australian health workforce’ (Health Practitioner Regulation National Law Act 2009), yet there is no shared vision documented for what such a workforce would look like. Further, there are limited mechanisms to ensure a match between health professional education and training which is controlled nationally, and the workforce needs of the regions and communities. The review of the National Registration and Accreditation Scheme (NRAS) identified that an improved mutual understanding about the future agenda in workforce reform was needed. Submissions to the review showed an almost universal agreement on the importance of developing national workforce policy guidance that can be acted upon by all entities and processes within, and interdependent with, NRAS—consumers, employers, professional associations, education providers, National Boards and government departments (Moods 2017).

Workforce data

Joint roles and responsibilities exist between the Australian Government and state and territory governments relating to the health workforce and their education and training requirements (CFRR 2020). At both national, and state and territory levels, there is significant focus on the number and distribution of health professionals regulated under the National Law, specifically medical professionals and nurses. However, data do not currently capture information about accessibility, responsiveness, acceptability, quality, and appropriateness. Further, data on numbers and distribution need to be interpreted in terms of evolving and innovative changes in scopes of practice and models of care, particularly with the evidence of the comparative cost-effectiveness of allied-health-led care and multidisciplinary involvement in models of care across the patient journey (Office for Professional Leadership 2015; Leggett 2004). Data related to scopes of practice and use of the non-registered workforce are also unavailable.

The Primary Health Care Data Asset (AIHW 2019) has been established as a priority to inform population health planning and identify service delivery gaps, to better enable the development of person-centred, team-based models of care that are supported by fit-for-purpose workforce training and education programs.

A National Allied Health Dataset has been developed by AIHW. However, a focus on hospital data limits its effectiveness as an overall measure of the allied health workforce as it does not reflect the care contribution of the broader community and primary care allied health workforce (AIHW 2018). Inclusion of allied health data in the National Primary Care Data Asset will be important for understanding the contribution and costs of the allied health workforce, providing an opportunity to collect standardised outcomes data for workforce planning (Stephens & Erven 2015; Allied Health Professionals Australia, 2020).

Education and training

Clinical training and experience, particularly clinical placements, are a critical component in preparing health professionals for practice. The quality of, and time in pre-registration placements has been recognised as one of the main influencing factors in determining career destinations for health professionals (Universities Australia 2017). Support and incentives for placements are critical in terms of rural and remote distribution but should also be considered in terms of areas of public need and service models.

With drivers to shift care from hospital to primary and community care sectors, there needs to be similar drivers supporting clinical training/ placements in the latter settings, including primary healthcare, disability care, aged care, and mental health. Without sufficient exposure to healthcare settings outside of public hospitals, the choice to practice in other settings (and readiness to do so) is reduced.

Promoting efficient and sustainable use of limited clinical training resources is of value and benefits all stakeholders. While IHF (2016) has developed the Australian Teaching and Training Classification, a nationally consistent method of classifying teaching and training activities and the associated costs to inform activity-based funding (ABF) in public hospitals, consideration of, and responsibility for, placements beyond the hospital environment needs attention.

Workforce sustainability and resilience

The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the need for a flexible, responsive healthcare workforce, exposing structural and systemic weaknesses in the way Australia’s health workforce is organised. Border restrictions have temporarily halted the immigration of overseas trained health professionals, and social distancing protocols have disrupted student clinical placement schedules. These pipeline disruptions, if not addressed, will likely have significant future workforce sustainability implications.

Additionally, the safety risk associated with an increasingly casualised workforce have been demonstrated by the COVID-19 pandemic, as has the need for enhanced infrastructure and continuing professional development to foster virtual care and digital health competencies. In situations of increased system wide pressure, the health and safety of the health workforce must be a critical priority with sufficient structures and protections in place to allow health professionals to perform their roles safely and effectively (e.g., adequate staffing, skills distribution, resources, and training (The Lancet, 2020; World Health and Safety Act 2011).

However, the COVID-19 pandemic has also demonstrated the ability of the healthcare workforce to adapt and implement rapid widespread innovation and reform in the face of seemingly insurmountable challenges. Critical lessons must be learned from this experience to facilitate a transition of the workforce to new and different ways of working on a permanent basis (AIHW, 2020). A focus on community and patients, clarity of roles, communication, education, and training, as well as strong governance mechanisms and that support coordination and integration will be critical to maintaining an agile, responsive and safe workforce for the future (AHPA, 2020).

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

SHORT TERM

(Within 2 years)

A national health workforce reform strategy is developed, including action plans for medium term (within 5 years) and longer term (within 7-10 years) reforms.

This strategy goes beyond the adequacy, quality, and distribution of the workforce as it currently exists, to pursue outcomes-focused and value-based changes in scopes of practice and models of care to meet public need, with coordination of education, regulation and funding (at the Australian Government, state and territory, and regional service levels) for both regulated and unregulated practitioners, and across health service environments.

This strategy is linked with regional needs assessments and strategies.

Team-based models of care are enabled

- that are informed by regional needs assessments and collaborative population health planning
- to practice shared care, coordinated around outcomes that matter to patients
- through joint funding at the local level
- that are high-function and encourage the health workforce to work to the top of their scope of practice.
Funding that is sustainable and appropriate to support a high quality health system

OBJECTIVE
The Australian, state and territory governments work in partnership to ensure health funding achieves high quality health outcomes for Australians.

OPPORTUNITY FOR REFORM
Outcomes are the ultimate measure of success in healthcare. Leadership is needed to ensure funding is directed to health sector priorities and used effectively and efficiently to deliver high-value services. While payment mechanisms are just one of the policy levers to address quality and health outcomes, they are recognised as a powerful instrument in altering health provider behaviour in terms of the volume and quality of care provided. Inappropriate incentives to provide treatment and inappropriate payment mechanisms can be used effectively and efficiently to deliver outcomes. Leadership is needed to ensure that value is achieved.

CONTEXT
Public hospital funding
Public hospital funding occurs within a context of agreed strategic priorities for health system reform, defined in the Addendum to the National Health Reform Agreement 2020-25 (Appendix) (CFFR, 2020).

Primary and specialist care funding
In general and specialist practice, services are typically provided by fee-for-service (FFS), with Medicare reimbursing patients for 100% of the Medicare Benefits Schedule (MBS) fee for a GP and 85% of the MBS fee for a specialist. However out-of-pocket costs associated with this model have become more and more inconsistent, undermining the universality of Medicare, widening health inequalities and arguably leading to increased hospital costs (Russell & Doggett 2015). FFS is also the most powerful mechanism by which allied health and dental services are funded, and typically through patient out-of-pocket contributions, sometimes supported by private health insurance or MBS rebates.

Value-based funding
AFB and FFS can be effective mechanisms to achieve consistency and transparency in health service funding, although this can create inappropriate incentives to provide treatment and favour volume at the expense of effectiveness and quality of care. Equity and access can also be compromised.

The World Health Organization (WHO) and the OECD estimate that around 10% of resources spent on health care are wasted on avoidable complications, unnecessary treatments, or administrative inefficiencies (BIT Health 2020). A value-based approach to funding aligns payment incentives with health system objectives to achieve better value by driving improvements in quality and slowing growth in spending (IHPA, 2019a). Objectives may be related to such things as quality, care coordination, sustainability, health improvement and efficiency, with the achievement of targeted performance measures rewarded. They typically blend or augment base payment systems (European Observatory on Health Systems and Policies 2014-2015).

Recommendations relating to performance information and reporting have been identified in this Blueprint. However, there are still challenges in applying funding and financing models to performance measures. The literature is growing, as are examples locally and internationally, from which we can learn. Factors that have been identified for the success of a value-based approach include:

- defining performance broadly rather than narrowly
- attention to limiting patient selection and health reducing substitution
- including risk adjustment for outcome and resource measures
- involving providers in program design
- shaping group incentives over individual incentives
- using rewards or penalties, depending on the context
- more frequent, lower powered incentives
- absolute targets preferred over relative targets
- simple targets preferred over single targets

Value being a permanent element of overall provider payment systems (European Observatory on Health Systems and Policies 2014-2015).

In Australia, lessons can be learned from programs such as the adoption of the National Emergency Access Target (NEAT) across Australia (Silk 2016), the ACSSCHC development and application of Clinical Care Standards (ACSSCHC 2017) for quality improvement, and the Practice Incentives Program in general practice (European Observatory on Health Systems and Policies 2014).

Funding models being tested in other jurisdictions, e.g. in the Hospital Value-Based Purchasing Program in the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services in the United States (CMS 2017), and in public hospitals in Australia via IHPA, include a combination of activity, block and performance-related funding measures. Mixed, flexible funding models, incorporating these measures, are likely to be required in order to adequately compensate for activity, to protect equity, particularly in rural and regional areas and for vulnerable population groups, and to reward and incentivise agreed performance standards and outcomes (Verhoeven et al. 2020). The Voluntary Patient Enrolment initiative anticipated for implementation in general practice in 2021 provides opportunities to focus investment in primary care through funding models that reward high value care, particularly for conditions where continuity of care is important.

The successful implementation of alternate and mixed funding models will require prioritisation of support across all areas of healthcare delivery. To avoid siloed areas of reform support must be provided across the entire change journey, recognising the breadth of structural and process reform needed to embed new funding models in practice. Support must be provided to facilitate change management processes, allowing organisations to restructure processes and procedures (BIT Health, 2020).

Funding, new technology
As our healthcare system increasingly becomes reliant on new technologies, an emerging issue noted in the Addendum to the National Health Reform Agreement 2020-25, is the fragmented, uncoordinated approach to health technology assessment informing investment and disinvestment decisions across Australian jurisdictions, e.g. in the Hospital Value-Based Purchasing Program in the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services in the United States (CMS 2017), and in public hospitals in Australia via IHPA. This fragmentation of the evidence base threatens to obscure the value of new technologies, where evidence may be widely available across local and international markets.

An effective way to address government fiscal pressures is to take earlier steps to prevent health conditions from occurring, delaying the onset and reducing the severity of any conditions. Preventive health is therefore an important means of reducing future demand on the health system while simultaneously improving quality of life. Preventive health measures should be directed to activities that have been demonstrated to be cost effective (Jackson & Shiel 2017; WHO 2014); Vos et al (2015) and which inform lifestyle choices in the context of the opportunity costs and other incentives faced by individuals (Sassi & Hunter 2009).

The Voluntary Patient Enrolment initiative in general practice, anticipated for implementation in 2021, provides an opportunity for exploring funding models for preventative health initiatives in primary care that focus on value for individuals and the population.
### RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

**SHORT TERM** *(within 2 years)*

Health services are funded on a regional basis, with:

- shared needs assessments between primary and hospital sectors, and regional planning, informing the distribution of funding
- shared needs assessments at a regional level informing investment in prevention
- continued investment in mechanisms to integrate healthcare across sectors (e.g. through HealthPathways)
- the architecture of agreements being centred on outcomes that matter to patients, not individual sector needs, while still recognising that models of care must be sustainable and attractive to health service providers as well as patients.

Innovative funding models through pooled PHN/LHN regional funding for cross-sector care coordination and delivery are explored and evaluated by IHPA.

Funding supports public health capacity at the regional level allowing for the implementation of national, regional and local prevention and health promotion agendas measures adjusted to suit the specific needs of the local communities, e.g. the mass roll out of COVID-19 vaccination.

The anticipated Voluntary Patient Enrolment initiative introduces funding models that prioritise high-value care with a focus on outcomes for patients where continuity of care is of particular importance.

To support the movement to a value-based approach to healthcare funding, stakeholders are given financial incentives to cooperate in introducing standardised tracking of health outcomes and costs of care.

A mixed funding formula, with a 25% component for achieved health outcomes, is trialled relating to the top 4 chronic diseases, risk factors or determinants. This expands to cover the top 10 chronic diseases, risk factors or determinants within 5 years, and all health conditions within 10 years. Conditions are agreed, based on available data.

A national framework for health technology assessment is developed that provides a more consistent and transparent approach to assessing how new technologies are implemented in the Australian health system and how funding mechanisms are applied to these processes to ensure that value is achieved.

**MEDIUM TERM** *(within 5 years)*

Funds are dedicated to prevention activities based on the regional needs assessments determining projected needs of the population over 5–10 years.

These funds should initially target a return to funding levels commensurate with the average in recent years of around 2.3% of recurrent expenditure on health, with the increase in funding being incremental over 5 years to reach at least 4% of recurrent expenditure.

Preventive health measures should be directed to activities that have been demonstrated to be cost-effective and which interpret lifestyle choices in the context of the opportunity costs and other incentives faced by individuals.

**LONG-TERM** *(within 7–10 years)*

Following improvements in analytical and reporting capability, stakeholders are given financial incentives to improve healthcare value on the basis of outcomes data.